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Institutions studio engages students in the generation
and documentation of a building design at a number
of scales, including the development of site, massing,
building envelope, and interior spaces. Following a
process much like the initial design phases common
to most architectural projects, the studio requires
that all students work through the study of precedent,
programming and conceptual design, toward the
schematic development of formal organization and
ordering of the massing and spaces of their architectural designs. All projects are represented through
two- and three-dimensional drawings and models.
ARCH 552 carries a significant number of NAAB SPC requirements for
accredited schools of architecture. This necessitates that each studio
covers required topics, while being conscious of not allowing them to
override bigger pedagogical opportunities. Beginning with the architectural Precedent studies, students are introduced to the basic concepts
of life safety, and the specifics of codes and accessibility. By first identifying and understanding these issues in existing building designs, students are subsequently able to speak and think confidently about how to
address them in their own design work. Life safety, egress, codes, clearances, and accessibility are always treated as integral considerations in
design work, and not as extras or special accommodations.
Other issues that this studio prioritizes, regardless of program,
include the ability for students to visit local examples of the typology,
and to interact with the people who use these spaces (i.e., firefighters,
middle school principals, the mayor, etc.). Key to the agenda of this
studio is to allow students to understand and experience that designing
for reality is highly nuanced, and requires far more imagination than
avoiding it.
Additionally, the studios take on the study of Precedents with a
commitment to deep understanding, often through large detailed models that then become the subjects of framed photographs.
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FALL 2019
SETTING THE STAGE
Stages are fascinating settings for untold numbers of things to occur.
Take Albert Kahn’s Hill Auditorium: In the last century, it has hosted
the London Philharmonic Orchestra, Jimi Hendrix, Robert Frost, the
Grateful Dead, and Lupe Fiasco. As well as the Taubman College commencement ceremony every spring.
In working through the design of a new theater building, each
student simultaneously worked from outside (form) in (stage, performance, audience) and inside out. Building precedents, joined with stage
design and performance precedents to cultivate a rich depth of understanding and possibility. In this studio, students became well-versed in
Serlio, Palladio, Hockney, Appia, mis-en-scène, Goethe, the Bauhaus,
Mamet, Total Theater, and Periaktoi.

Alan Escareno, Model Photo 2019

Alan Escareno, Model Photo 2019

Stages must be flexibly neutral and full of energy;
mundane real spaces that foster a different reality.

Alan Escareno, Section Model Photo 2019
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FALL 2018
PUBLIC FORUMS
This studio starts with some questions, like “what WAS/IS a civic space?”
And, “how is a Roman basilica like/not like a Shaker meeting house?” Or,
“why would I go to City Hall if I can just go to a website?” Or even, “is this
where I pay my parking ticket?” These will help us to create a definitive
catalog of the myriad ways that the public, in its most localized form, has
historically been accommodated. We will then capitalize on the fact that
architecture really can’t help being social, and ask one more question:
“what should a city hall be today?”
Potentially embedded within all the answers we might find is
the idea(l) that the public wants the opportunity to gather, and
even to be heard, whether in unity or to express discord. We
still need a there, there.
The City Hall, with its multiple historical and regional personalities, offers
a unique and exhilarating mixed-use attitude* which will be examined,
exploited, and celebrated in our proposals for a new City Hall. The location will be Ann Arbor, but the influences will be global.

Where else can you get married, apply for a liquor
license, and register to vote all at the same time?

Anjelica Perez, Site Rendering 2018
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Precedent Model Photos, Xueying Zhu, Will Deutsch, Madeline Kil 2018
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FALL 2017
FIRE STATION NO. 1
The fire station is rich in architectural possibility. This single programmatic type must accommodate spaces of vast scalar difference, must
remain open and operating 24 hours a day, and must occupy its site in
a manner that maximizes civic connection, efficiency, and safety. The
fire station’s technical requirements are very real; their implications have
literal life and death consequences. This is not a casual program.
At the same time, this building is the de facto home of its inhabitants for 24-hour stretches. For them, it is a place of training, rest, anxiety
and camaraderie, and must address needs far beyond the technicalities
of truck maintenance or dispatch logistics.
Students in the Institutions studios design and document a new fire
station, studied at scales including site, massing, building envelope and
interiors.

“There is a sign in the kitchen of my firehouse. It is inconspicuously hung, and it reads with a proper
amount of ambiguity: THIS COULD BE THE NIGHT! We
don’t talk about the hazards of the trade in the firehouse."
Dennis Smith, Report from Engine Co. 82

Gabriela Alvergue, Site Rendering 2017
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Chuchu Wu, Digital Rendering 2017

Chuchu Wu, Site Rendering, Detail Rendering, Detail Rendering 2017
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FALL 2016
BLOWING OFF STEAM
Convinced that neither STEM nor STEAM is the clean and easy solution
to contemporary education that many wish they were, and inspired by
the potential of more nuanced pedagogical understandings of art’s relationship to society and technology, (i.e., what if the Bauhaus were a middle school?), this studio makes architectural proposals for a 21st-century
middle school that privileges the pivotal role of architecture and design
to foster well-being and shape future intellects, attitudes, and ideas.
This studio knows that well-designed environments matter, and
demands that architecture assert its ability and responsibility to provide
to middle schoolers the challenging, empowering, and unexpected
settings that can productively disrupt underestimation of being in the
middle as a no-man’s land between better things.
Relieved to be past middle school’s obstacles, adults ask adolescents to persevere and carry on despite the many factors in their lives
outside their direct control. We will ask the same of the discipline of
architecture, whose richest achievements are waiting to be wrested from
the (exciting) awkwardness of the unknown and the exploration of potentials uncovered.

Leo Li, Model Photo 2016

Diwen Yang, Model Photo 2016

We will immerse ourselves in the eye-rolling and eyeopening possibilities of all that is messy and
engaging about both middle school and architecture.

Diwen Yang, Site Plan 2016
Studio Paper
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US National Archives
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Hartford Courant Op-Ed
by Severin Beliveau
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The Barack Obama Center is
the planned presidential
library of Barack Obama,
the 44th President of the United
States. Located in Jackson
Park, Chicago.

FALL 2016
POLITICS ASIDE
The American presidential library is a relatively new typology that its
supporters claim helps “us learn about our nation and our democracy,” [1]
and its detractors decry as a collection of costly and frivolous “lost pyramids to forgotten pharaohs.” [2] Furthermore, the collection of thirteen
existing presidential libraries is often united more by difference than
similarity. As we currently await the realization of the next presidential
library, the time is ripe to put politics aside and re-investigate the typology. Whom should the presidential library serve, and how?
Aiming to use design intelligence to outsmart politics (and institutions) as usual, this studio takes on the problem from several angles, and
through extensive study of precedents (including but not limited to the
other presidential libraries) to propose an ideal future for a new presidential library. [3]

Samantha Okolita, Model Photo 2015

Dawn Jeong, Model Photo 2015

Books! Papers! Press Rooms! Oval Offices! Cars!
Airplanes! Tombs!
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